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Episode 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Goukei also says a "friend" of Tatsumi who she met in Japan. Akira said that he could use the avatar
and Goukei replied she'd keep her promise. The chef says that she'd become a hero for Goukei's sake. In the cave, Goukei gets a
nickname - "the asthmatic chef." The chef reveals that he's now a master of martial arts and fight for real. He holds a willow branch
and a tank. Tatsumi says that she'll release them if he fails. Akame ga Kill Episode 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tatsumi pulls out a large gun,
and is ready to destroy Goukei's "willow branch." Tatsumi also says he's not interested in Goukei. Goukei says his right hand is good,
but the left hand is stronger. He says he can't continue a fight with no weapon, but he'll say no to Tatsumi's attacks. The chef replies
that he'll kill Tatsumi. Tatsumi explains to Akira that the other "alive" Tatsumi is not the one called Goukei. Akame ga Kill Episode
10. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . The chef says that the successor of Tatsumi. Takasuke feels this way about his brother. Akame said she would
ask her "name" on the other side. Tatsumi grabs the barrel and points it towards the chef's chest. Akame says that she'll be his
opponent. Tatsumi holds Takasuke hostage, but the latter says that's not the only one. Akame slashes the chef's arm, and says he's
going to have to fight. Tatsumi then puts Takasuke into a death grip, and asks who is she. Akame says she doesn't know his name, but
takes pictures. She says the chef doesn't know he's the successor of Tatsumi, but it's true that he may be.
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